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Hold My Brain; Be Still My Beating Heart! Respiratory Sinus Arrhythmia as an Indicator of Emotional Arousal During Online and Offline Reading Tasks



Abstract Across two experiments, the authors examined how emotional arousal contributes to the seductive details effect. In Experiment 1, participants read two seductive scientific texts and rated sentences for interest and importance. In Experiment 2, participants read a seductive and non-seductive scientific text while reading times, recalls, and respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA) events were measured. Participants demonstrated longer reading times and higher proportional recall for seductive details, yet RSA events only increased during the recall phase of seductive texts.



2 Hold My Brain; Be Still My Beating Heart! Respiratory Sinus Arrhythmia as an Indicator of Emotional Arousal During Online and Offline Reading Tasks Highly engaging anecdotes related to the human condition (e.g., death or sex) are commonly added to scientific texts by authors to increase readers’ emotional interest in boring content, with the expectation of enhancing learning (Kintsch, 1980). Yet, these attempts typically elicit a seductive details effect, in which these seductive details attract attention while reducing memory for important content (Rey, 2012). The current experiment examined the specific contribution of emotional responses to the seductive details effect, as indicated by arousal during online and offline reading tasks. Specifically, we examined the utility of measuring respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA) as a moment-by-moment indicator of psychophysiological arousal. RSA provide a combinatory measure of electrodermal activity, heart rate, and respiration as a participant engages with a given task, providing information about the activation of sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems in real time. Previous research suggests that RSA may be a useful indicator of emotional interest and engagement while reading and recalling a text (i.e., Daley, Willett, & Fischer, 2013). We generally anticipated that readers presented with an emotionally interesting seductive science text would demonstrate greater arousal of the sympathetic nervous system, as indicated vagal nerve activity (i.e., the ‘vagal brake releases’), resulting in more frequent RSA events. Conversely, readers presented with a science text devoid of seductive details would find that text less emotionally interesting, resulting in less sympathetic response (i.e, the ‘vagal brake’ remains engaged), as indicated by fewer RSA events. We examined these questions across two experiments. In Experiment 1, we first normed two seductive texts on related scientific topics to ensure that readers would respond accordingly to important content and seductive details. In Experiment 2 we examined the utility of continuously monitoring RSA during both online comprehension (i.e., sentence reading times) and offline production (i.e., typed recalls) for seductive and non-seductive scientific texts.



Experiment 1 The purpose of Experiment 1 was to create and norm two seductive scientific texts on related topics. We hypothesized that readers would rate science content more important than interesting and seductive details as more interesting than important during a norming task. Participants Fifty-four undergraduates enrolled at a university in the Midwestern U.S. participated in Experiment 1 for course credit. Materials Prior to the experiment, a four scientific texts were created from previous research stimuli and internet sources: Lightning Formation - Control (30 sentences, 520 words) and Tornado Formation - Control (29 sentences, 566 words). Seductive versions of these texts were created by adding seductive sentences to each text: Lightning Formation - Seductive (36 sentences, 678 words) and Tornado Formation – Seductive (35 sentences, 687 words). Only the seductive text versions were used for Experiment 1.



3 Procedure Participants participated in the experiment using their own personal computer and the internet survey platform Qualtrics. Participants were presented with either the Tornado Formation-Seductive or Lightning Formation-Seductive text and instructed to read the text carefully and at their own pace. Participants then rated each sentence for interest and importance on a 6-point Likert scale (Very Uninteresting/Very Unimportant – Very Interesting / Very Important). After completing all scales for both texts, the survey platform thanked participants and closed the webpage. Results A 2x2x2 repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted on mean interest and importance ratings with text (Tornado, Lightning), sentence (Science Content, Seductive Detail), and rating type (Interest, Importance). An interaction between sentence and rating type was obtained, F(1,53) = 55.80, MSe = 18.52, p < .001, 𝜂𝜂𝑝𝑝2 = .51; no other main effects or interactions reached significance (Fs < 2.00). 5.00
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Experiment 2 In Experiment 2, we utilized our normed seductive texts to measure RSA events during reading and recall using sentence reading times and a typed recall protocol. Our hypotheses were formulated around these measures: We predicted that 1) participant reading times would be longer for seductive details compared to important content, 2) participants would demonstrate better overall recall of science content in the control text compared to the seductive text and that 3) RSA events would be more frequent for seductive texts than control texts.



4 Participants Thirty-four undergraduates enrolled at a university in the Midwestern U.S. participated in Experiment 2 for course credit. Apparatus & Materials Respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA) was measured using a BIOPAC MP35 4-channel physiological data acquisition system, connected to a recording PC. Sentence reading times and recalls were all collected using EPRIME 2.0 on a second display PC. The texts normed in Experiment 1 were used as stimuli (Lightning Formation: Control and Seductive; Tornado Formation: Control and Seductive). Procedure Participants were randomly assigned to one of two counterbalanced lists, and received one control and one seductive text version of the two topics in random order. Participants read the texts one sentence at a time on a computer. RSA events were recorded using two electrodes on the left wrist and one on the ankle. Participants used the keyboard to advance through the text at their own pace and to type a free recall after each text. After completing both texts, electrodes were removed and participants were dismissed. Results Repeated-measure ANOVAs were conducted on mean reading times and recalls, with sentence type and text repeated within-participants (Control Text: Science Content, Seductive Text: Important Content, Seductive Details). A main effect of sentence type on reading times was obtained, F(2,66) = 7.92, p = .001, 𝜂𝜂𝑝𝑝2 = .19, with participants spending longer reading seductive detail sentences compared to science content within the same seductive text, F(1,33) = 18.90, p < .001, 𝜂𝜂𝑝𝑝2 = .36, and compared to the control text, F(1,33) = 7.10, p = .01, 𝜂𝜂𝑝𝑝2 = .17. Mean Sentence Reading Times
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5 A significant main effect of sentence type on recall was obtained, F(2,32) = 22.05, p < .001, = .401. Bonferroni-adjusted pairwise comparisons showed all pairs were significantly different from each other (all Fs > 7.00, ps < .01). 𝜂𝜂𝑝𝑝2
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Three participants were excluded from the RSA event analysis due to an absence of RSA events. A repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted on the total number of RSA events for each text type (Control, Seductive) and reading task (Reading, Recall). No interaction was obtained (F < 1), but main effects were observed for text type, (1,30) = 5.82, p = .02, η2 = .16 and reading task, F(1,30) = 7.60, p = .01, 𝜂𝜂𝑝𝑝2 = .20. 125.00
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6 Conclusion and Implications In Experiment 1, we normed two seductive scientific texts for interest and importance. In Experiment 2, we observed a seductive details effect on reading times and recalls, and also found that RSA events occurred most frequently while recalling a seductive text. These preliminary findings suggest that seductive details may impair readers in different ways, and for different reasons, during both online processing and offline application of a seductive scientific text. References Daley, S. G., Willett, J. B., & Fischer, K. W. (2014). Emotional responses during reading: Physiological responses predict real-time reading comprehension. Journal of Educational Psychology, 106(1), 132-144. Kintsch, W. (1980). Learning from text, levels of comprehension, or: Why anyone would read a story anyway. Poetics, 9(1-3), 87-98. Rey, G.D. (2012). A review of research and a meta-analysis of the seductive detail effect. Educational Research Review, 7(3), 216-237.
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that text less emotionally interesting, resulting in less sympathetic response (i.e, the 'vagal brake' remains engaged), as indicated by fewer RSA events. We examined these questions across two experiments. In Experiment 1, we first normed two seductive texts on related scientific topics to ensure that readers would respond ... 
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